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Summary    

● SIFT, SURF, SIFER, their invariances 
properties

● The repeatability criteria
● Possible bias in the performance measure.
● A suggested correction



SIFT, SURF, SIFER
share a general “scale space” framework:



SIFT / SURF / SIFER: extrema of the multiscale detector yield the 
key points or points of interest (x,y) with an associated scale σ

 



SIFT / SURF / SIFER

 



 

The classic repeatability criteria: a transform is simulated on a 
benchmark image, and the detector is applied before and after 
transform. Then keypoints are compared:



Classic detection/repeatability results
 SIFT, SURF, SIFER              perturbation: rotation and scale

Problem: SIFER is NOT rotation 
or scale invariant and 
nevertheless beats two 
theoretically scale and rotation 
invariant detectors !



Classic detection/repeatability results
 SIFT, SURF, SIFER               perturbation: tilt

Apparent conclusion: SIFER is 
more repeatable and has more 
detections and correspondances 
than SIFT or SURF. It is 
therefore definitely better.

Notice: none of these detectors 
is theoretically tilt invariant.



Classic detection/repeatability results
 SIFT, SURF, SIFER               perturbation: JPG compression

Apparent conclusion: SIFER is 
more repeatable and has twice 
more detections and 
correspondances than SIFT or 
SURF. It is therefore definitely 
better.

Apparent conclusion: SIFER is 
more repeatable and has more 
detections than SIFT or SURF. It 
is therefore better.



Detections maps

 The SIFT descriptors are more spread out than the SURF descriptors
                                                     



Detections maps

 The SIFER descriptors are more cluttered than the SIFT descriptors



Detections maps  (siemens star)



Detections maps (two Gaussian blobs)



Detections maps (two Gaussian blobs)



Detections maps (two Gaussian blobs)



Detections maps (two Gaussian blobs)



Detections maps (two Gaussian blobs)



Detections maps (two Gaussian blobs)



Detections maps (two Gaussian blobs)



Detections maps (two Gaussian blobs)



Detections maps (two Gaussian blobs)



Detections maps (two Gaussian blobs)



Detections maps (two Gaussian blobs)



Detections maps (two Gaussian blobs)



Detections maps (two blobs)



Multi-scale response (Gaussian blob)             



Multi-scale response (Gaussian blob)              



Multi-scale response (Gaussian blob)              



Multi-scale response             

           Anisotropic response



Multi-scale response (Gaussian blob)          

           Anisotropic response



Multi-scale response (Gaussian blob)       

           Anisotropic response



Multi-scale response      (siemens star) 



Multi-scale response      (siemens star) 



Multi-scale response      (siemens star) 



Multi-scale response      (siemens star) 



Multi-scale response      (siemens star) 



Multi-scale response      (siemens star) 



Multi-scale response      (graf) 



Multi-scale response      (graf) 



Multi-scale response      (graf) 



Multi-scale response      (graf) 



Multi-scale response      (graf) 



Suggested simple correction

                     

                                                 



Suggested simple correction

                     

                                                 



Proposed correction of the repeatability criterion

                     

                                                 



Proposed correction of the repeatability 
criterion:  Detections overlap



Suggested simple correction
 Detections overlap



Suggested simple correction

 



The new repeatability curves
 SIFT, SURF, SIFER              perturbation: rotation and scale

New repeatability curves



The new repeatability curves
 SIFT, SURF, SIFER               perturbation: tilt

New repeatability curves



The new repeatability curves
 SIFT, SURF, SIFER               perturbation: JPG compression

New repeatability curves



Conclusion and open problems
Conclusion: One cannot be satisfied with the proliferation of unprincipled detectors/descriptors. 

For many of them, the benchmark data demonstrating than they “win” may well be misleading.

Open problem 1: 
       By simply modifying the parameters of the most invariant method (so far SIFT), one may reach 

improvements in the performance curves equivalent to those obtained by modifying the 
detector/descriptor pair.  All things equal, we will prefer the really invariant methods.

Open problem 2:
       Make the mathematical theory and check if the numerous interest-point/descriptor methods are 

really scale invariant or not in the Lowe sense.  Classify them by their proven invariances.

Open problem 3:
       SIFER seems to suggest that scale invariance is not necessary. Thus, all homothety-invariant 

families of filters are candidates to construct keypoints! If this is true, the chase is open for the 
best filter family. SIFER is just one of them.

Open problem/proposition 4: 
       Should we not check repeatability, invariance, and robustness on a short list of reliable patterns 

where we can also view and discuss the position of interest points?

Open question 5:  make requested invariances and benchmarks match!!!
       Why are we testing and comparing detectors/descriptors for invariances that they do not have in 

theory?? (E.g. blur invariance or affine invariance)



Detections maps
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